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“Who’s On First? Who. The Guy Who’s On First Base? Who.”:
“A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. I.t.’s. N.o.t. J.u.s.t. A. W.o.r.d. A.n.y.m.o.r.”
“What?”
“A.C.R.O.N.Y.M.” I repeated. “That’s the name of the magazine. That’s what we call it.”
“Acronym?” he said.
“No. A.C.R.O.N.Y.M.”
I looked at my new friend carefully. He seemed like an intelligent man and, on top of that,
he was doodling on a napkin at the local cheap coffee house. I figured that he might like my
magazine, so I retrieved a copy from my bag and showed it to him.
Obviously, he wasn’t getting it.
“What’s with all the periods?”
“It’s an acronym,” I answered.
“You mean A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. is an acronym?”
“No. It’s a joke.”
“What, your magazine is a joke?”
Hughhhhh! “Listen, man, here’s the deal. The magazine is called A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. I.t.’s.
N.o.t. J.u.s.t. A. W.o.r.d. A.n.y.m.o.r. It’s published by A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. I.t.’s. N.o.t. J.u.s.t. A.
W.o.r.d. A.n.y.m.o.r. Publishing, in association with Blasphuphmus Press Ltd. I just want you to
take a copy and see if you like it. If so, send me some stuff and it’ll get printed. It’s that easy.”
He sat in thought a second.
“So, do you understand yet?”
“I think so,” he said.
“So what don’t you get?”
“What does A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. stand for?”
“I doesn’t stand for anything,” I said.
“Well, shouldn’t it be Acronym instead of A.C.R.O.N.Y.M.?”
“NO!” I was becoming upset. “It’s a joke. It’s like h-y-p-h-e-n, or a’p’o’s’t’r’o’p’h’y’e’d’.
It’s all a joke.”
He nodded in obvious un-understanding. “Well what about the other part?”
“What about it?” I asked.
“What’s not a word anymore?”
“A.C.R.O.N.Y.M.,” I said.
“But it’s a word! It’s in the dictionary. See.” He pulled out his The American Heritage
Dictionary and showed me the entry under ‘acronym’:

“Listen,” I said. “I.t.’s. N.o.t. J.u.s.t. A. W.o.r.d. A.n.y.m.o.r. It’s more than a word, now.”
“Well why don’t you say, ‘It’s More Than A Word Now’? Makes a lot more sense to me.”
“Because it’s part of the joke,” I responded.
“Are the periods part of the joke to?” he asked, rather sincerely.
“Yes. They’re acronymed, to add to the effect.” I was rather annoyed at this man by now.
“So what do they stand for?”
“What does what stand for?” I asked.
“The words? It’s Not Just A Word Anymore?”
“They don’t stand for anything. They’re just part of the joke, too.”
“So is this a joke?”
“NO! It’s very real, a very real magazine with real fictional stories and real poems by real
people.”
“Well why didn’t you say so?” he responded.
WELCOME TO OUR ½ YEAR ANNIVERSARY ISSUE!!!!! I didn’t really plan on doing
much special (after all, I’m saving that for the ¾ Year Anniversary Issue), but we do have some cool
stuff inside.
All of that plus the regular “sheit” we always have. We’re still in need of material, so keep
on sending. The address has not changed this month (aren’t you happy about that one?), so send all
of your submissions (opposite of intermissions) to me soon!
Get on the ball! You haven’t a moment to lose!
More good news! As of this issue, we have a new staff member. Please give Kyle Rich a
warm welcome. You may have seen some of his work in issue #4, and just today he gave me a
whole buttload plethora of stuff to put in here. On top of that, the little bastard has been messing
around in the BASIC computer language, and has come up with some cool little programs that are
available in the A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. for Dos program, available on Five & Quarter and Three & A Half
inch disks. If you like the magazine and own a computer, it is a must have.
Not a lot as far as an Editor’s Note this issue (I made up for that last issue <nod>). Just
keep on reading, sending, and enjoying, and until next time, this is G.M., and I am outta here!
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A GIFT
by Sue Ann Gagner
The young child filled with anticipation of opening Christmas presents rushed down the
stairs. At the foot of the stairs he stared intently at the largest boxes in front of the fir tree. He
turned and ran into the kitchen in order to make breakfast for his father. This was his dad’s
incentive to crawl out of his warm bed.
“Hurry up, Dad! Breakfast is ready and I want to open presents now!” The tired man pried
his eyes open and stumbled down the stairs toward the dining room.
“All right. I’m coming. Let me eat and get some coffee then you can open presents.”
Finally, breakfast was over and it was time to open the presents. Knowing that it was the big
one he wanted to open first, he went directly to it. He carefully unwrapped the shiny red foil.
Coming to a large packing crate, he took the crowbar from his father. Silence surrounded him while
he pried the crate apart. Inside was just what he wanted. “This will almost complete my set, Dad!”
he cried excitedly.
The two of them dragged the crate out back and down into the elevator. The elevator
zoomed down two floors and jerked to a stop in the sub cellar. They dragged the uncrated gadget to
the center of the room to be set up.
“Now I need some people to play with.” He thought about it for a while before deciding
that there wasn’t anyone around his home worth playing with.
“Don’t worry, son. I also got you a couple of playmates.” His father led him to the elevator
and up to the cellar where two Egyptian mummy caskets stood on wheels.
“Your playmates are inside our family heirlooms, ready to be wheeled below.”
“Thank you so much, Father.” The caskets were wheeled into the elevator. Upon reaching
the sub cellar again, the boy allowed his two playmates to come out of their caskets to see his
playroom. He watched their appalled and horrified faces as they looked around.
“You,” he told them gleefully, “will become my toys. I will use you to see if my teethpulling, head-chopper will work properly. It is a really unique idea. It works like a guillotine, but I
won’t have any control of when it’ll sever your head from your body. Let me demonstrate.”
He grabbed the strongest looking of the two and dragged him toward the modified
guillotine. The other boy watched with foreboding and revulsion when his friend’s neck was put in
the slight indent and a heavy rope was thrust between his teeth.
“The rope you’ve got in your mouth is over a pulley,” the demented boy stated. “When you
release the rope, the blade will come plunging down.” He stepped back to wait for the boy’s teeth
to let loose of the rope.
Sweat popping out on his brow, the tormented boy kept his teeth clenched with
determination. His teeth ached after just a few minutes. Still he kept his teeth clenched. The coarse
rope seemed to absorb all the moisture out of his mouth, which was the least of his worries. His
over abused mouth, numb with pain, seemed to be losing its grip on the rope.
After fifteen minutes of this, the gums couldn’t take the strain any longer. His teeth flew out
of his mouth still clenched on the rope hanging above his severed head.
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Turning his head, unable to watch any longer, the second boy started losing his breakfast.
When his friend’s body quit moving, the strange boy’s father took the body and returned it to the
mummy case.
“Spiders will be allowed inside so as to surround the body with silken webs. His head will be
placed on the shelf over there,” the father told the sick boy.
The boy turned so he could see where the man was pointing. There for him and everyone
else to see were several severed heads. He looked closer, some were decayed beyond recognition,
others were fresh, but they all smelled. Until then the unidentified odor was tolerable but it
immediately became overwhelming once he saw the grotesque heads.
“Now I know that my new toy works, I’ll find another one for you.” He paused, looking all
around. “AHA! That’s it!”
Jake, the remaining boy, tried to run for the door but the father caught him. “It’s no use
trying to leave. I found you and gave you to my son. You wouldn’t want to disappoint me or make
Steven angry, now would you?” He laughed, “My son might let you live longer.”
“Enough, Father the table is ready.” The unwilling Jake was dragged toward a stone table
that had two cracks cutting it into four pieces. The crazed boy and his father forced Jake onto the
table. Worry was torturing Jake almost as much as watching his friend die so brutally.
Movement so slow that Jake hardly noticed started. The table was moving in four directions
all at once. His muscles felt a strain. As the strain increased, the pain began to build. His bones
popped out of joints, muscles slowly ripped apart, his skin grew taut with each movement. The
moving stopped but not his screams. Screams of pain echoed off the stone walls all around.
His body now numb, his screams tapering off due to lack of oxygen, he lay silent praying for
death. Death for him was not meant to be easy. The demon boy stood laughing, enjoying Jake’s
pain. Becoming increasingly angry, Jake started to fight the bonds holding him still. When that
produced only more laughter from the demented boy, Jake spit right into the boy’s eyes. The
laughter stopped. Silence reined in the large room. Finally, the only sound to be heard was
footsteps receding, then the scraping of a cupboard door opening and shutting. The steps were
coming back now, shuffling toward him steadily.
“You will pay for spitting at me now. Here, I have powder that will allow you to feel only
pain, a pain from which you can’t move away and can’t block from your mind.”
The powder was forced into the boy’s mouth. It was different from any other powder--it
slid down his throat instantly without swallowing or water.
The pain seemed to become more intense, if that was at all possible. Yet his muscles were
becoming useless. His body would jerk and twist then become unmovable. It was like being
paralyzed because no matter how much he tried to will his body to move, it couldn’t respond.
“I think that I have the perfect thing for you, but first I must check it out.” He went
through a door at the opposite end of the cellar, remembering his find several years ago.
To Be Continued...
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“I’M HAPPIEST WHEN IT RAINS...”
by “jo” Boulevard
THE SOUND OF RAINDROPS FALLING BRINGS A SILENT WHISPER OF SECURITY.
WETNESS DESCENDING FROM THE HEAVENS, CLEANSE OUR WORLD AND LIVES.
A CONSTANT FRIEND IN AN EVER CHANGING SOCIETY.
A PERFECT CAMOUFLAGE FOR EMOTIONS, for which is the rain and which the tear?
A FEELING OF COMPLETE FREEDOM AND CONTROL, IN A TIME OF COMPLETE
CONFUSION.
THE BLOOD OF LIFE AND DEATH, so easily overlooked and cursed, yet too powerful to
stop.
NATURES PERFUME, FULL OF DELICIOUS BREATHS OF FRESHNESS THAT
AWAKEN YOUR SENSES.
A POWERFUL GIFT CAPABLE OF UNLOCKING THE SOUL!
Dedicated to my good friend,
Cody (for his love of sunny days.)
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Why For A Girl
by James Stegall
IV.
“Oh, Brad!” Mary cried anxiously. “Then what happened?”
I patted her soft hand, explaining, “We fought back and forth across the roof, until finally
the dragon began to tire. Suddenly, I had an idea while I was chasing it, and slowly I worked the
dragon nearer and nearer the air-conditioning unit. Then I tricked the dragon by stabbing my pike
past its body and into the freon tank on the machine--the blast freeze-dried the dragon on the spot.”
“Ooh!” she pouted. “You’re so brave, Bradigan.” Mary nuzzled into my shoulder, laying
her cheek against my torn, bloody shirt. “Daddy is going to be so proud of you. I can’t wait until
we’re married.”
I glanced down at the shattered handle of my pike. Frayed strands of fiberglass splayed out
in all directions, resembling the petal of an ugly yellow flower. I shook my head thoughtfully,
4

considering the scent of gold curls against my chest.
“Mary,” I said. “I’ll be back in a second.”
“All right,” she murmured, “but hurry, honey.”
“I will.”
“I’ll miss you.”
“I’ll miss you,” I assured her.
Standing on the wide marble front step of the Grumboldt townehouse, I tossed the broken
pike handle into the street, where a taxi swerved to miss it. I felt a sudden breeze, and glanced up.
“Thought you’d come around,” the dragon said.
As the slim lizard floated to the asphalt, a sudden shimmering change obscured its form,
elongated, and stood straight. Now a small young woman was walking toward me through the
hovering fumes of gasoline and sunlight. Her gold hair trailed down to her shoulders, and lifted in
the hot breeze of the passing cars.
“You should have told me you were a hot-looking girl to begin with,” I said.
“Ignorance is bliss, Bradigan,” she purred, grinning darkly. “You’re cute that way.” Her
eyes flashed rose-red for a moment, unsettling me. But I nodded satisfactorily; she was far better
than any Maryel.
“Come on,” she urged, taking my arm. “I get claustrophobic down here.” As we crossed
the busy street, leaving the house behind, she pouted sourly: “I have fiberglass in the roof of my
mouth.”
“What’s your father like?” I inquired suddenly.
“Does it matter?”
“I guess not,” I said. “You want to get something to eat?”
She smiled.
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------|

A Test Of Sorts
[Note: we (as in the A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. Staff) did not write this test (though many of us wish we were
that intelligent). It, however, is a nice little test that has thoroughly annoyed ass of the staff by now.
See how you do, and the answers will be printed in the next issue of the magazine.]
This test does not measure your intelligence, your fluency with words, and certainly not your
mathematical ability. It will, however, give you some gauge of your mental flexibility and creativity.
In the 3 years since we developed this test we have found few people who could solve more than
half of the questions on the first try. Many, however, reported getting answers long after the test
had been set aside – particularly at unexpected moments when their minds were relaxed; and some
reported applying all of the questions over a period of several days. Take this as a personal
challenge.
5

EACH QUESTION BELOW CONTAINS THE INITALS OF WORDS THAT WILL MAKE IT
CORRECT. FIND THE MISSING WORDS.
EXAMPLE: 26L of the A. = 26 letters of the aplphabet.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

26L. of the A.
7W of the A.W.
1001 A.N.
12S of the Z.
54C in a D. (with the J.’s)
9P. in the S.S.
88P.K.
13S. on the A.F.
18H. on a G.C.
32D.F. at which W.F.
90D. in a R.A.
200D. for P.G. in M.
8S. on a S.S.

N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
T.
U.
V.
W.
X.
Y.
Z.

3 B.M.(S.H.T.R.)
4Q. in a G.
24H in a D
1W. on a U.
5D. in a Z.C.
57H.V.
11P. on a F.T.
1000 W that a P. is W.
29 D. in F. in L.Y.
64S. on a C.B.
40D. and N. of the G.F.
7M. 2W. on the S.C.

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------|

NAAAAAAHHHHGHAHAHHK!!!!!!!!
(oR, tHE rEALLY wEIRD sTORY tHAT i cAN’T rEMEMBER wHAT tHE tITLE iS)
BY aUSTIN rICH
pART iv.
gABRIAL CAME TO ON HIS COUCH AND FOUND BOTH aUSTIN AND nANCY A
FEW FEET AWAY, TALKING ABOUT SOMETHING BARELY AUDIBLE. gABRIAL DID
NOT FEEL ANY PAIN, THOUGH, AND FOUND THIS ODD BECAUSE HE
REMEMBERED GETTING HIT IN THE FACE.
“wHERE IS HE?” gABRIAL SAID, LOOKING AT BOTH nANCY AND aUSTIN.
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FUCK
by Patrick McHugh
Fuck. I really like that word. Not just there on paper, I like saying the word in a harsh and
abrasive manner as possible. Why? Why do I have such a fondness for a word so many find utterly
offensive? For just that reason I suppose. All the masses that cringe at the word. Fuck.
It’s poetry really. I find so many meanings in the word. To me, the word fuck not only
symbolizes all the frustrations and anxieties I have, when uttered it catches the attention of all those
who are otherwise blind to my fears.
Fuck idols. The lead singer of the band Nirvana, Kurt Cobain, committed suicide. And
America cries out. “Foul! How could he? What kind of message will our children receive?” A
terrible irony in all that. Poor Kurt. Shoved into a position we as humans have an absolute need to
fill. Forced onto a pedestal, he jumps off (to his tragic doom) and there are those who want to
blame him entirely. Idols. Anyone will do really. So long as they are young and beautiful.
So now ol’ Kurt is in an even more awkward position of idolatry. The immortal. Perhaps
you are familiar with at least one of these fortunate ones--Buddy Holly, James Dean, Marilyn
Monroe, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Jim Morrison, Sid Vicious, and sadly our new additions--River
Phoenix, Brandon Lee, and Kurt Cobain. If you like you could probably choose from over a
thousand different posters, t-shirts, etc. of each of these still young, still fresh faces.
Fuck commercialization. It isn’t enough that we’ve become so accustomed to so much
luxurious bull shit, but there are those people who are thoroughly content in telling you what you’re
needs are. And when one “necessity” become quite popular it is sure to be mimicked. Ice beer.
Observing commercials over the past few months, I have been overwhelmed with the numerous Ice
Beers sprouting into existence. Funny how each one insists they are the best Ice Beer in some way
or other. Fuck, I don’t even know what an Ice Beer is.
You know, fuck religion and government as well. As if those two organizations can ever be
classified as separate. Institutions that certainly don’t want to hear, “Fuck!” It seems so ironic to
me that the word freedom is used so often by the church and state. I was raised LDS (Mormon)
and we had our “freedom of choice”. Hmmm. And here in America how privileged we are to have
so many freedoms. Yet what defines these two entities but basically people telling other people
what to do and not to do, and in the same breath going off on freedom. Needless to say I have a
few contradictory ideas on freedom. Should it be any wonder that I want to shout, “FUCK!”
Most of all fuck violence. We as humans have come to a level in our society where violence
is more acceptable than peace. Why? Because of technology and the power it endows. The
hypocrisy of it all is no one wants to admit to their own particular brand of violence. Gang violence.
TV violence. Guns in school. The NRA. Jerusalem/The Middle East. Video Games. War Games.
Child abuse. Spouse abuse. Suicide. Homicide. Abortion. You yourself are involved in some sort
of violence (the food you eat, the clothes you wear, the medicine you take.) Directly and indirectly
violence is an everyday part of our lives. But that’s o.k. Just choose a group or topic to blame for
the unstable and dysfunctional society we all know. Hell, you can even choose society in general.
We blame them, they blame us. Then tout yourself or the group you associate with as the victim.

They victimize us, us them. It’s a beautiful little cycle isn’t it? Fuck.
Well fuck technology. So much of our ills can be blamed on technology (interesting
concept, eh?) But no one wants to give up their precious luxuries. I see our needs as very simple.
Food, Air, Water, Shelter, and Family. We require all five. They are necessities. Why a family? For
a sense of belonging. It fulfills our need to be loved. All these things we are trying to know.
Science. The Computer Age. Institutionalized Learning. The Information Super Highway. We
think too much and try too hard to know everything. If only we could concentrate more fully on
our true needs. Food, water, air, shelter. These are easy enough to come by. So long, of course as
we do not destroy all four with technology.
The hardest to come by is family. Families must be united. They must possess
understanding and unconditional love. But can a family be united when certain views are the only
views allowed? Can a teenage lesbian be truly united to a family who would criticize and shun her if
they knew of her sexuality? Can a sexually abused child understand the bond a family can attain
with such distortion forced into its perception?
It is time to break the cycle of dysfunctional families and bring into existence truly united,
understanding families. Which in turn produces a united people. And fuck family values. Why
distort such a beautiful entity as a family with exclusively Christian ideals. This world is too broad
for that. I guess all that I am really trying to say is this--families united can know. Families and
Unity undoubtedly can bring the knowledge of our true needs. It isn’t easy. What’s easy is to blame
everyone but yourself. My everyday goal is to at least try to accept everyone into my family. After
all, we are all human and not really different. Hmm. How didactic of me to go on so. Well, fuck.
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Waiting in the Trees
by Becky Munsell
The rustle of the dark red leaves whispered to me from my desk in the classroom. The
calling of the purple-crimson trees on the other side of the glass woke something soft and sad within
me.
The light coming through a few of the leaves gave them the cast of blood, a cheap vermilion
stain that infected the light to further distract me.
I watched the angle of the light change slowly through the hour. It descended from its
noon-time high to a tentative westerly slant. It gilded the fevered leaves with a silver worthy of the
moon in all its cooling, soothing glory.
But the fever was not to be denied. The spreading of the cool radiance only infuriated the
bloody gore of the choking leaves, causing them to quiver and shake.
The bell rang and I stood slowly, eyes still caught up in the clashing emotions of the trees
colors.
“Michelle,” a voice called, cutting through the enamoring effect of the dancing leaves.
“Michelle!” the voice called again, this time sharper.
15
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I looked up. “Hello, Elizabeth,” I smiled vaguely.
“You are so weird, Michelle. Everyone else on Earth calls me Beth. Why not you?” she
asked idly.
God I hate you, I thought at her.
“Because I like the name Elizabeth.”
“You know it bugs me,” she pointed out, frowning.
“Shall we go?” I asked, gesturing toward the door. “We wouldn’t want to be late for the
next glorious class in this wonderful school.”
Elizabeth made a sour face at me, but followed me just the same to the door and beyond
into the busy hallway of the school.
Glancing back at her I smiled a strange smile which I hoped looked enigmatic to the vain
bitch.
She tossed her thick brown hair as she often did when she was uncomfortable. “What are
you doing today after school?”
“Dying,” I answered without the least bit of interest in my voice.
“You are not,” she scoffed. “Really. What are you doing?”
“I told you. My time will be quite occupied with dying. Every moment of this wretched life
is spent moving toward the end of it. Living is the act of dying. Therefore, I will be dying after
school, just as I am dying now.” I didn’t truly expect her to understand, but I was still disgusted by
her dense idiocy.
“You’re strange, Chelle,” she sniffed, batting her black-caked eyelashes.
I simply smiled a condescending, hateful smile and flipped her off.
“Chelle!” she exclaimed, startled by my vulgar display.
“Beth!” I echoed, mocking her high, dramatic tone. I looked back at her, trying to imagine
what she would look like with no throat. Only a gaping hole that spilled a liquid a shade brighter
than
(the leaves, the purple-red leaves)
the scarlet lipstick she was wearing.
I could see it as if it was really there. Elizabeth squirmed slightly under my measuring gaze.
“I need a drink of water,” she said, clearing her throat.
I nodded and smiled sympathetically, gesturing toward a nearby water fountain. “I will be
going to class now. Have a nice day, Elizabeth.” I left her there, standing by the water fountain,
and I wondered as I again saw her blood spilling from her throat, just what it would taste like to let
the crimson liquid cross my lips and pour down my throat.
After school I gathered up my black leather jacket that the conservative teachers of the
damned St. Mary’s school refused to let me wear in class. I left my books, refusing the homework
which had been pushed upon me.
All I took from my own personal numbered metal box was that. I began my daily trek home
in the normal fashion, but instead of crossing the front lawn of the school in my usual, self-absorbed
way, I lingered on the grassy expanse for a brief moment, regarding the purple-red plum trees that
grew near the building in the general area of my English class.
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The sun had sunk to a point which cast the trees in shadow. They were now only trees with
dark leaves that were nearly black. Only I knew the horrific, vile, gorgeous secret those threes held.
“Watch out, you freak,” a young man who was more accurately described as a boy growled
and shouldered past me. His name was Shawn Waters. I hated him. He was a golden boy. Nice to
the teachers, excellent in sports, respectful to the school, involved in student government, and in the
running for valedictorian. God I hated him.
“Go stick you head back up your ass, Shawn,” I called. “You’re obviously not ready for the
real world. Not everyone can be as superficial and bigoted as you.”
Shawn turned around. “You are the scariest thing I have ever seen. What is it that you
claim to be?”
“Why don’t you shut your mouth until you’re ready to go back to licking people’s boots,” a
new voice called from behind me.
I turned and saw Ryan Leason. He was the antithesis of Shawn, as dark and anti-social as
Shawn was religious and preppy. If I had trusted life a little more I couldn’t been his friend.
“Butt out, faggot,” Shawn sneered.
“Why don’t you take your underdeveloped intellect elsewhere. Or is that your penis? It’s so
small I couldn’t tell the difference.” Ryan was standing almost next to me now.
Shawn glared fiercely at Ryan. “You’re not worth my time.”
Ryan laughed. “And now, winner of the Comeback of the Year Award, Shawn Waters.”
Shawn ignored him and stalked away.
I looked at Ryan for several seconds, blinked once and started away.
“Mitch, wait,” he called.
I turned. “If you had called me anything but that I might have talked to you,” I stated in a
dead tone. I turned my back on him and continued on.
Mitch was the name of my twin brother. Mitchell actually, but I called him Mitch for short,
and he called me Mitch back. Mitchell and Michelle. It was supposed to be cute. And it was until
Mitch died.
Ryan had been good friends with Mitch. He was one of the only people I still knew who’d
ever heard the name applied to me, and I never would have guessed he’d remembered.
When Mitch died Ryan stopped coming around. That had been best for everyone
concerned. Then Ryan moved away. That was also best for everyone concerned. Now, ten years
later, he’d come back. There was no one left anymore who was really concerned.
“Michelle, what’s wrong?”
“Why do you think you have to babysit me? I don’t need you to pretend you’re my older
brother. I had a brother once, remember? It didn’t work out all that well.”
Ryan flinched back. “Michelle, I didn’t mean...”
“Shut up. I might have problems here, but I can handle them. You just butt out. This is
not the place in the story where the poor downtrodden heroine gets defended by a gorgeous
stranger and falls instantly in love. This is the place in the story where the emotionally drained
heroine beats the holy Christ out of the gorgeous stranger because she’s not coherent enough to see
past the leaves anymore.”
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I was pulling my hair now. The sickly mop was braided this day and I was ripping furiously
at the coil.
“Michelle, stop!” Ryan yelled, stepping forward.
“Don’t touch me, you bastard,” I screamed. “If you come one step closer I’ll rip your throat
out.”
By this time people on the green had begun to take notice of our little scene. Some were
coming over to see what was going on, but most, after seeing who the center of the scene was just
shook their hands and went on their way.
“Michelle, I miss Mitch too,” Ryan offered in a clumsy attempt to reach out to me.
I stopped. “Mitch is dead Ryan,” I began in a low, threatening tone. “He means nothing to
me now. Neither do you. The whole bloody world may as well be rotting in hell. All I can care
about right now is this,” I sad gesturing to myself. “This sickly excuse for a person you see standing
right in front of you is all that matters to me.
“The little girl you knew once upon a time in a fairy tale life a million years ago is dead. That
girl loved Mitchell; that girl loved you. This one,” I jabbed myself in the chest with my index finger,
“this girl is dead inside. She doesn’t love anybody.”
I brushed away the tears that were standing in my eyes, turned and fled.
“What the hell? Chelli?!” my father bellowed from the couch in the living room.
I hardly heard him. I flew past the place he was seated and up the stairs. I flung open the
door of my bedroom and cast myself down on the bed.
“Chelli!” my father called from downstairs. “Get down here!”
I could tell from his voice that my father was very angry. Why was Daddy home anyway?
God, he was having a meeting. God, oh God, I wasn’t supposed to be there. Please help me.
Daddy was a drug and gun runner for the Chicago mafia. We lived in a small suburb where I
went to school in the regimented private school of St. Mary’s. My father had never once tried to
mask his dealings from me or my mother. He made sure we stayed clear of his associates and
meetings. My mother was probably at the store or a friend’s house. I was supposed to be anywhere
but there.
“Chelli, get downstairs!” he nearly screamed. He sounded almost scared.
I was terrified. I could hear him starting up the stairs. I went to my window and look out.
A straight twenty foot drop to our thick lawn. I opened the window and climbed out. I hung
straight-armed from the sill, reducing the drop to just over thirteen feet. I let go.
When I hit the ground I dropped to a crouch to lessen the shock on my knees. I stood up
and heard my father open the bedroom door.
“Chelli!” he shouted. “Reg, go out the front!”
I came around the corner of our house to see a short Italian man with a gun standing in my
front yard.
“Hello, Michelle,” he smiled. “Why don’t you come back inside?”
“You,” I whispered. That’s all that I managed before I collapsed in the grass.
Images flicked through my mind. Mitchell playing with me and Ryan at Ryan’s house.
“Hold on, Ry,” he called to a smaller, pre-pubescent version of Ryan. “I’ll go get the other
one.”
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He dropped the toy sword he was holding.
“No, Mitch,” I called, coming to my feet. “Daddy’s doing business. You can’t!”
Mitch didn’t hear. His seven year old feet carried him quickly across the street from Ryan’s
yard to our yard.
“Mitchell, stop!” I screamed. He only turned and waved. He trotted up the stairs and into
the house.
Ryan looked from me to Mitch. He didn’t hear Mitch’s scream. But I felt it in my soul, my
heart, my mind. Out of the door came a short dark man carrying a blanket wrapped around a
Mitch-sized bundle.
“Mitchell!” I tried to scream, but no sound would come out.
Daddy came outside five minutes later and told me to go in the house. He told Ryan that
Mitch couldn’t play anymore.
I just sat there looking at Daddy.
“Ryan! Ryan, can’t you see it?!” I screamed in my mind. “The blood! Oh Ryan, Daddy’s
covered in Mitch’s blood!”
Daddy leaned over and picked me up. Ryan went inside.
“Daddy, where’s Mitch?” I asked.
“Mitch had to go away,” he said softly.
“Where?” I whispered.
“Far away. He’s never coming back. Mitch was bad. If you’re ever bad you’ll have to go
away too. Be a good girl Chelli, okay?”
I nodded fearfully and he carried me inside.
I never understood exactly how my parents covered up Mitch’s disappearance. But I never
asked. I was a good girl.
My brain came back into focus in my living room. I hadn’t thought of that day in years. For
so long Mitch had just been gone. Not dead, not murdered. Just a hole in my life and my mind. A
hold named Mitch.
A hand slapped my face, rocking my head back and filling my eyes with tears. I cried out,
pleading for him to stop.
“Shut up,” the Italian man hissed at me. He was the only person in the room.
“Daddy,” I mewled.
The hand came again, this time catching me in the mouth. My lip split, sending a course of
blood into my mouth and down my chin. I wiped it feebly away.
“I said shut up,” the man growled.
I just sat there, staring at him.
You killing my brother you bastard, I thought at him. Until that moment I never realized
how much I’d always loved Mitchell, and how much I would miss him. I hated this man in front of
me more than anything.
“I’m terribly sorry about this Michelle,” the man smiled snakily. “Your father and I have
been in business for a very long time. I didn’t want to have to kill you.”
“Did you like killing my brother?” I hissed, completely shocked at myself for saying it.
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Reg smiled a small sardonic smile. “Of course,” he shrugged. “Just like I’ll enjoy killing you.
But that doesn’t mean I want to. Or wanted to for that matter.”
I shook with fury and hatred. To my eyes this man no longer had a head. It was splattered
about the room. A disgusting paste of blood and brains on the walls and furniture.
Reg only laughed at me. “Poor little baby,” he sneered.
I looked down at my lap and saw the crimson stain on my hands and shirt.
Two images flashed in my mind.
The leaves quivering and shaking like my hands were now. Trembling and the color of
blood.
Then I saw the blood on my father. Blood only I could see. Mitch’s blood. Just like the
blood on my hands.
Was it my blood or Mitch’s on my hands?
My blood is Mitch’s. Twins share everything. God, Mitch’s blood is on me. I killed Mitch.
Oh God, please god. Forgive me. I killed him.
“You made me do it!” I shrieked, throwing myself at him leering face.
“You made me!” I howled clawing at his eyes. “Why? Why? God punished sinners. I’m
sending you to hell. Satan keeps the trees. Blood runs through leaves.”
At first Reg tried to fight me off. But I got to his throat first. My fingers sank into his soft
flesh, sending a warm splash of his life over my hands. Looking down I saw the blood. Blood like
Mitch’s; blood like mine.
I grabbed his head by the ears and pounded it again and again into our marble coffee table.
Bone crushed and splintered and sticky tissue clung to stone.
“I hate you!” I howled over and over. Each hate was punctuated by the sickening thud of
Reg’s head hitting the hard stone of the table.
Ringing, ringing, my head is ringing. God stop the ringing.
Eventually I realized it was the phone.
I let go of Reg’s head which was now unrecognizable as human. I stood up and looked
down at my blood covered hands.
The trees are darker. Much darker. More purple. Much more purple.
Slowly I licked the blood and brains from my hands, reveling in the salty taste of death.
I stood and turned to the door.
Ryan. Where is Ryan? Does he still live across the street? Where am I? What time is it?
I went to the kitchen and looked at the clock on the wall. 7:30. But it wasn’t dark. The gray
diffusion of dawn filled my house.
God, school. My jacket. Where’s my jacket?
It was lying on the couch, carefully out of the way. I pulling it on and dashed out the door.
I walked to the school. I arrived around 8:00. People were milling about the lawn and the
front steps.
“Michelle!” a voice called from across the lawn.
I whirled around. Ryan was standing several hundred yards away. Suddenly he was standing
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in front of me cupping my chin in his hand. “What in the name of Christ happened to you?” he
asked gently.
“Mitch is dead,” I murmured.
“Chelle, are you okay? Who hit you?” Ryan asked gently.
“Mitch is dead, Ry,” I repeated sickly.
Ryan put his arms around me. “I know, Michelle. I know.”
“I’m dead too,” I muttered.
“No,” Ryan said with surprise.
“I am,” I insisted. “Twins share everything. Even blood; even death. Mitch’s blood is on
my hands.”
I held up my hands, showing the rusty streaks on my wrists, where I hadn’t licked them
clean.
“What happened? God, Michelle, what’s going on?”
“The trees, Ry. I need to go to the trees.” I pulled his arms from around my shoulders. I
walked slowly toward the purple-red trees.
“Michell, what are you doing?” Ryan asked, following me quickly.
“The trees, Ryan, the trees. Mitch is waiting in the trees.”
“Go to the trees, Chelle. I’ll be there in a minute.”
Ryan turned and went into the building. I watched him open the door and dart inside.
“He’s going to get the teachers,” a voice at my right said.
I started to look.
“No!” the voice ordered. “Don’t look. I’m real enough to hear, and real enough to feel.”
The hand of a small child slipped into mine. “But I’m not strong enough to see.”
“Mitchell?” I asked the small voice.
“Yes, Mitch,” he said.
“I thought you’d be waiting in the trees.”
“I’ve always been with you. You just needed to remember,” he explained.
“But the trees?”
“That’s where I’ve been waiting for you to see me,” Mitch replied.
By now we’d reached the three plum trees. I sat down with my back against one. In the
distance I heard the sirens.
“Don’t let them take me away, Mitch,” I pleaded to my brother.
“You have to go. But I’ll be with you, don’t worry,” he reassured me. I closed my eyes and
felt his arms encircle my neck. “I love you, Michelle.”
“I love you too, Mitchell.”
The ambulance pulled up to the front of the school then.
“Where will I go?” I asked softly.
“Sunny Vale,” a new voice that I should’ve known replied.
“That sounds nice. Who are you?”
“It’s me. Ryan. Don’t worry, they’ll take care of you there.”
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I’m still in Sunny Vale now. I’ve been labeled incurable. Mitchell is still with me. He always
will be. Ryan visits sometimes. I love Ryan. The little girl from the fairy tale is back. She loves
Ryan.
Sometimes when the air is right, Ryan can hear Mitch too, though he won’t say so. When I
finally leave here I’ll wait for him. Mitchell and I will be waiting.
Waiting in the trees.
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Phones
by Cerrah Seal
The mystic slow beating of the phone never ceased to amaze me nor did it ever alarm me. I
guess that I had gotten used to it. I had grown so unaware of it that when it became louder it
amazed me because I could begin to hear words.
For a long time I would ignore the phone in my room and use it only when I needed to. It
still was discomforting.
One time I called the telephone operator and asked her if she had an explanation for the
murmurs I heard coming from my phone. She had none and when I attempted at sleep that night
the phone began to get a louder and more distinct murmur and it was at that point that I began
fearing and trying to hear what the phone had to say.
Every night since then the phone has gotten louder and on one final ghastly night I knew it
must end.
I settled down comfortably in bed. I decided against unplugging the phone from the jack
and I felt comfortable that I would listen to what the phone had to say for a while and then I would
fall asleep.
When I began to drift to the welcome quiet of sleep I paid no attention to the slight dragging
noise coming from the place where I kept my phone. Suddenly I heard a shot ring out only I felt
not bullet and it didn’t really sound like that of a gun. Then all at once I found myself being coiled
with some kind of elastic rope. I realized that this was the phone cord being wrapped around my
neck as the phone cord was being pulled taut by some unseen force, too late to break free.
When the line became intolerably taut after many hours of forced speechlessness I will
myself to quit breathing so that I could end this gruesome suffering. I succeeded and I know not
where I am now but I can recall vividly the phone line being pulled deliberately taut and the loathing
feelings I had for all phones.
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Random Sentences
edited by Austin Rich
contributions by Brandon Burkeen, Jason Harris, Austin Rich and J.P. Otto
The Not-Quite-Complete Book Of Wisdom For People With None.
Look both ways before crossing the street.
Never call an irate rhinoceros unpleasant names.
It’s a week.
I told you never to call me here.
Don’t read this.
If you read the previous sentence you are a sinner.
Your penance is one billion Hail Marys.
There will be nothing concerning Elvis on here.
A troop of fire ants just consumed my shoes.
Dragons are really neat.
However, I would not want to meet a rude one.
Those same fire ants are chewing up my legs.
School is something we do for thirteen years when we could be learning something
instead.
Sentences in this book should be one line long.
Oopps.
Magic is something everyone knows about, but few people use.
Juggling is something I can’t do well.
One billion Hail Marys would take 1902 years to accomplish.
Music is the only kind of magic anyone can try to do.
Foul language tends to offend.
Devin is not, contrary to belief, a lycanthropic were-goat.
People like Stephen King write books.
I control the universe in my stories.
Therefore, God and myself are no different.
Satan is a person that can’t corrupt me.
Society, unfortunately, already has.
Cyd and Kevin are not Vee Jays.
They Might Be Giants is having a concert.
Tin Foil could be the secret to immortality.
Air--and I know this for a fact--is the secret to mortality.
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(6/14/94)
“Huh huh. Huh huh. Huh huh.”
A Record Review by Austin Rich
I remember a long time ago, before a single “Moron-A-Thon” had aired on MTV, before
several court cases involving the burning down of a house by a younger child urged by some MTV
patrons, before Cher re-recorded “I Got You Babe,” even before Mike Judge was a house-hold
name, when a late-night TV show called “Liquid Television” first aired on MTV.
For those of you who don’t know your history, that’s where Beavis and Butt-head came
from.
I remember the “Frog Baseball” cartoon, and though I don’t think that particular one has
been aired since, I will always consider that the true Beavis and Butt-head.
(So I’m getting nostalgic over two idiots. Sue me.)
I liked them then. Sure, why not. (They described two individuals I had seen down at the
DMV that were getting excited about the alligators mating at the pet store.) Sometimes, people
don’t know how to leave well enough alone.
So, to this end, “Beavis and Butt-head” aired. And it did outstanding.
So good, they had to release an album.
I don’t know why I purchased The Beavis and Butt-head Experience (probably because it had an
un-released Nirvana song on it, and I do like such artists as Primus and White Zombie). However, I
was disappointed. Probably because it wasn’t Beavis and Butt-head, or at least the guys I remember,
on the album.
Sure, it starts out okay. The commentary they do between songs is reminicent of the punks I
used to know. The album does bring a smile here and there (“Baby, if I like, gave you some money,
would you make out with me? Huh huh, that would be cool.”). But, unless you really like metal, the
album digresses part-way through track two.
With only B & B to pick you up between songs (and “Come To Butt-head” on track three),
it begins to become apparent that the album is just trying to suck money out of your pocket. The B
& B I remember would have done their version of “Iron Man” on the album, and probably would
have done a little commentary on a song that “sucked” somewhere in there (like “Looking Down
The Barrel Of A Gun” or “Monsta Mack”).
Still, the Red Hot Chili Peppers do make up for some of the album with their cover of
“Search And Destroy.” Of course, that’s just one song, too, but...
Other than the four tracks that I can honestly say I want to listen to (out of 12 plus a “supersecret” hidden track), I’m going to have to say this: If you get nostalgic over a couple of inbreed
stupids like I do, don’t by the album.
To quote my favorite idiot, “Huh huh, this sucks!”
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The Mighty Pirate
by Kyle & Austin
Merv wasn’t having the greatest of days. During the evening, Merv’s pet cockroach
accidently unplugged his alarm clock, causing him to wake up late. Since he was late, he didn’t have
time to cook his oatmeal properly, and, consequently, it was lumpy. And on top of that, by the time
he was half way to school he realized that, hey, it was Saturday.
The day would have been a complete and utter (not udder, that’s on a cow) loss if Merv
hadn’t gotten hit by that mysterious “Zooming Car!” <Scary and suspenseful music in the
background> Now you’re probably wondering why this is a good thing. Well, stop wondering,
dammit! You’ll just have to wait and see what happens like the rest of them! Jesus. I mean, hey, he
wasn’t really _THAT_ hurt. He just had trouble finding his bearings... and one of his legs <nod>.
It took Merv quite a while to find his bearings (he had dropped them accidently, and as most
bearings do, they rolled into the gutter). After that, it was merely a question of finding his leg (not
the one on him--he knew where that one was). He looked and looked and looked, and since he
couldn’t walk the scope of the search was kind of limited, but anyway, as he was about to give up he
sat up and noticed that he was lying on it. He found this odd, because the last time this had
happened it had flown off in another direction, and the medics had to find it. He merely concluded
that this was due to his extreme luck that always is good the fourth time something happens to him
when luck is involved. However, this only has a 16% chance of happening, so he figured that his
“good” luck had, probably, run out.
He attempted to get up, and then realized three things: A--He was in immense pain and was
bleeding very badly (which wasn’t really a shock, but was unusual to not notice until this far into the
story), 2--There was a hospital to his immediate left, and C--Gravity, despite what anyone tells you,
definitely works. Merv came crashing back down to the pavement, which caused him to get a really
bad hangnail, and now he was really pissed.
He made a strong effort to get to the hospital, but he was left short. About 30 yards short.
Actually, it was 30 yards, 1 foot, 7 and 1/8 inches, but Merv didn’t have his trusty tape measure with
him, so the point was moot anyway. Then by a total and complete coincidence (really, we wouldn’t
just use this as some kind of plot device in order to get Merv to the hospital--this honestly
happened... mainly because he was blocking traffic <nod>) a 4-year-old girl named Phoebe, who, by
another total and complete coincidence, was in the car right in front of Merv (who was also an
official, city appointed, honest to god Person-That-Helps-People-Who-Get-Hit-By-The-Mysterious”Zooming-Car!”-<Scary-and-suspenseful-music-in-the-background> Girl, by yet another one of
those total and complete coincidences <grin>, <author is violently slapped with a wet carp for
being overly sarcastic and stupid in an already sarcastic and stupid story>, whew! thanks, I needed
that <nod>) got out of her car (yes, she could drive, by a total and complete... <sound of records
and glass breaking in the background> “WILL YOU CUT IT OUT, DAMMIT!”... okay, so it
wasn’t a total and complete coincidence, just a normal one <sound of author grumbling>) and
helped Merv to the hospital. After finding a nurse, Merv tipped the official, city appointed, honest
to god Person-That-Helps-People-Who-Get-Hit-By-The-Mysterious-”Zooming-Car!”-<Scary-and27
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suspenseful-music-in-the-background> Girl, who Merv thought should have her title shortened, but
that really didn’t matter because she promptly left because she was on her way to the set of a Movie
and will not appear in this story again.... well, unless you liked her and (“GIVE IT UP WILL
YOU!”... <sound of author getting a forced stubbed toe>, <sound of a fist-fight>, <sound of
Mission Impossible music>, <sound of author falling on his back>). Okay, that’s the last of her.
No more. Gone. All of the rest of the story will be void of this little girl whose name was Phoebe,
just to make everyone happy. All statements to the effect of this story regarding Phoebe are
ineffective and void. She is in ex-character. (OKAY?!!! GAWD!)
Merv was finally seen by a doctor after that unfortunate detour into tangent-land. After an
hour of thorough, complete examination, the doctor came to a startling conclusion that seemed to
be merely a guess on his part, and could, quite possible, not be exactly the case at hand.
“Well sir, your leg seems to be, well, gone. You know, missing. Have you considered
putting out a ‘Missing Leg’ report? Do you have a recent photo?” the doctor asked.
Merv, astonished by the doctor’s brilliant deductive abilities, was about to congratulate the
doctor on this amazing bit of detective work, but it quickly dawned on him that he had the leg in his
pocket the whole time.
However, the doctor refused to listen to Merv, for he was anxious to try a new technique
called, “Well, you know, if we put a peg leg on him like in the old pirate days, and began to put him
through a lengthy rehabilitation process, he would look really funny, you know?” The technique was
carried out, and finally, after what seemed like years (because, in all actuality, if wasn’t but merely a
series of minutes that repeated endlessly, and yet Merv didn’t repeat, and yet continued to advance
through, like in that movie Groundhog Day, and no, this isn’t a cheap plot device either, but it
sound’s good so that Merv can have a bad day and not a series of bad days for what seemed like
years, and it also helps us advance the plot quicker too, so, yeah, maybe it is a cheap plot device, but
it works, okay, so quit bugging me, dammit!), Merv was released.
Due to his accident, Merv couldn’t decide what to do with his life. He used to be a postal
worker, but he hated that job and all of his friends ended up going crazy and killing half the
employees who would, consequently, get arrested and then he would have no more friends. He
dismissed football right away. Soccer didn’t sound too promising either (though his head, however
much it is insulted by the rhinoceros at his neighbor’s house, was still fully functional and he could,
if wanted to, play, but he didn’t like soccer in the first place).
As he was going home to his lonely apartment, he suddenly got an idea! It was really odd
that he got his idea at that particular moment, because a rock struck him in the back of his head,
causing him to think that the idea had really hit him! (However, it merely turned out to be the
neighbor kid, who always did this, so Merv dismissed the feeling of the idea hitting him quickly,
although it did feel pretty good).
Merv’s idea was that he would become a Pirate super-hero! He already had a pegged leg, so
all he needed was an eye patch, a hat with the trademark Skull and Crossbones, and a pirate’s suit,
then he was set. He went to the Pirate’s-R-Us store down the street (which actually caused him to
feel bad because when the town voted to decide whether the store should be put up, Merv voted
against it) and purchased the items.
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And it was then that Merv became <sound of triumphant horns in the background> The
Mighty Pirate! The world’s newest (and slowest) super-hero!
Merv hoped that someday he can get revenge on the man in the mysterious “Zooming Car!”
<Scary and suspenseful music in the background> so that his life would not merely amount to one
story in a magazine that few people read.
So I guess, like I hinted at, things did work out, by a total and complete coninciden... “OH
NO YOU DON’T YOU BASTARD!!!!” <sound of author being shot in the back>
Attention: whether or not this story will ever be continued is currently up for debate, so
don’t get your hopes up. Thank you.
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------|

50 Pretty Things I Found on the Back of a Dead Turtle
Written by
Quentin McKenzie
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

A bug (fairly pretty one at that).
Pond Moss (I don’t know what kind).
Tire tracks (‘57 Chevy).
Something that looks like mouse excrement (I don’t really want to
know what it is).
More moss (see #2).
Another bug (see #1).
Small pieces of metal.
A map of the stars.
Elvis (when he looked thinner).
The real reason why Robert E. Lee lost part of his middle name.
Four three-pound bags of gunpowder.
A ‘57 Chevy radiator hose.
Jimmy Hoffa.
The Chevy from 3 & 12.
George Washington’s false teeth.
Another turtle.
Mossy bugs.
Mud.
Someone named Doug.
Vomit from a yak.
Yak excrement.
The yak.
A very bad beta cassette copy of “Ishtar”.
The New Kids on The Block.
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25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Johnny Depp in “Edward Scissorhands” regalia.
Pee Wee Herman, I think.
A whittled out figurine of Boris Yeltsin.
A large wooden badger.
Marla Maples.
Three Blind Mice.
Three deafened mice.
Three mice bereft of taste.
Three mice without noses.
Three parlayed mice.
Three mice without spleens.
Three mice with extra parts (presumably from the other mice, or
maybe it is a naturally occurring phenomenon).
The reason why Keith’s computer stole a line from my “Freelance”
writing project (Earl did it).
Another badger (lacking in the size and composition of it’s
counterpart).
Two small bandicoots (I think they are bandicoots. They were
wearing little name tags, so I’ll say they were bandicoots.).
Very small rocks.
Beef gravy.
Lead sheeting.
Apple cider (sparkling).
A bunny named after our lord Earl.
A pair of Reeboks.
A photo of Dan Quayle at a nude massage parlor ($$$$!).
The mouse from #4.
Pictures of a family of five from Pacoama on vacation.
Three mice (normal type, nothing wrong with them except for
being found on the back of a dead turtle).
A shooting script of “Monty Python and the Holy Grail”.

This is the end of the list of 50 pretty things I found on the back of a dead turtle. See some
of the other titles in the “Pretty Things I’ve Found on the back of A(n)” series.
1. Pretty things I’ve found on the back of a moose.
2. Pretty things I’ve found on the back of a badger.
3. Pretty things I’ve found on the back of a duck.
4. Pretty things I’ve found on the back of an aardvark.
5. Pretty things I’ve found on the back of a llama.
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